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DISTRIBUTION PROPERTIES 
OF DIGITAL EXPANSIONS 
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(Communicated by Stanislav Jakubec ) 
ABSTRACT. Let (Gj)j>0 be a strictly increasing sequence of non-negative inte-
gers defined by a linear recurrence relation. Let SG(n) denote the G-ary sum-of-
digits function. In this paper we establish several distribution results for SG(n) 
which include an analogue of a result of A. O. Gel'fond on the distribution of the 
o-ary sum-of-digits function in residue classes as well as an Erdos-Kac-type the-
orem. The main tool in the proofs of these results is an estimate for exponential 
sums of the form 
Y J e x p ( 2 я - i ( - ţ s 0 ( я ) + y n ) ) | < Л Г
A 
n<N 
where r, s G Z, y G K and A < 1. 
1. Introduct ion and statement of results 
The aim of this paper is the investigation of certain properties of number 
systems defined by linear recurrences. Before we give an exact definition of these 
objects we want to review some earlier results on related topics. 
In the present paper we are interested in representations of integers by lin­
ear recurrence number systems. Such representations were studied for instance 
by P e t h o — T i c h y [24] and G r a b n e r — T i c h y [13], [15]. In these papers 
the authors mainly emphasize the sum-of-digits function SG of these represen­
tations. In particular, they establish an asymptotic formula for the summatory 
function of SG, which turns out to be of a similar shape as the summatory func­
tion for the r/-ary sum-of-digits function obtained by D e l a n g e [3]. Moreover, 
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they are interested in the distribution modulo 1 of certain sequences defined 
via SG (cf. also G r a b n e r [14] and L a r c h e r [20]). For similar results from 
the viewpoint of substitutions we refer to D u m o n t — T h o m a s [7], [8] and 
D u m o n t et al. [6]. Connections of linear recurrence number systems to au-
tomata theory and languages are outlined in F r o u g n y [11]. 
Recently D r m o t a and his co-authors established several results on lin-
ear recurrence number systems. We mention here the papers D r m o t a — 
G a j d o s i k [4], [5]. Especially the first of these papers is strongly related to 
ours. In this paper the authors prove a local and a global limit theorem for SG. 
Using this, one can easily derive that SG is equidistributed in residue classes. In 
our paper we want to improve and extend this equidistribution result. Firstly, we 
obtain a better error term, on the other hand, we get distribution results even 
if the argument of SG(n) is restricted by congruence conditions. The reason, 
why this improvement is important, is that it makes it possible to apply sieve 
methods. This leads to a series of distribution results of SG with respect to 
primes. 
After this short review we want to recall the general setting. Let G = (G •) > 0 
be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers and suppose that G0 = I . 
For an arbitrary non-negative integer n there exists a unique integer L such 
that GL < n < GL + 1 . Then the digits of n with respect to the base ( G ) > 0 
can be computed using the greedy algorithm which leads to 
n = e0(n)G0 + --- + eL(n)GL 
where 0 < e£(n) < ~^
±1 holds. This expansion is unique and the digits satisfy 
the inequality 
e0(n)G0 + -- + ek(n)Gk<GM 
for 0 < k<L. 
In this case we define the sum-of-digits function of n with respect to (G •) .>0 
by 
SG(n)=£0(n) + -" + eL(n). 
Important examples of such G-ary digital expansions are the ordinary g-ary 
expansions with G = r/J where q > 2 is an integer. Furthermore, we want to 
mention the C a n t o r number system (see e.g. [16], [19]) which is defined by 
G-=q0...qj with positive integers q£>2. 
In this work we are interested in digital expansions arising from sequences 
(Gj)j>0 satisfying a linear recurrence relation. To be more precise, we give the 
following definition (cf. [5], [25]): 
DEFINITION 1.1. We will refer to a sequence (G •) > 0 as & finite linear recur-
rence base, if the following conditions hold: 
(1) G0 = 1 and Gk > ^ G ^ + • • • + akG0 + 1 for 1 < k < d. 
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(2) There are integers Ĝ  > 0 (I <i < d — 1) and ad > 0 such that for each 
n > 0 
Gn+d = a1Gn+d_1 + --- + adGn. (1) 
(3) The coefficients a1,...,ad of the linear recurrence satisfy the Parry-
condition (cf. P a r r y [23]), i.e. 
(ak>ak+v->ad) < (ai>a2>-->ad-k+i) 
for 1 < k < d, where < denotes the lexicographic order. 
Remark. A lot of papers treating digital expansions which stem from finite 
linear recurrences restrict themselves to the following class: 
Gn+d = al Gn+d-l +••' + adGn for U > ° > 
Gk = a1Gk_1 + -- + akG0 + l for 0<k<d, 
where ax > a2 > • • • > ad > 0 are non-negative integers. From B r a u e r [1] 
we know that in this case the dominant root of the corresponding characteristic 
polynomial is a Pisot number a G ( a ^ a ^ l ) . Remember that a Pisot number 
is an algebraic integer whose conjugates lie all in the interior of the unit circle. 
Note that this class is a special case of the class of finite linear recurrent bases 
defined in Definition 1.1. 
An example of a finite linear recurrence with non-decreasing coefficients is 
G
n+d ~
 Gn+d-i + Gn-> which corresponds to a1 = ad = 1 and ai = 0 for 
2<i<d-l. 
Remark. We also want to note that P a r r y ' s condition (3) of Definition 1.1 
is equivalent to demand that the following holds for all n > 0 and 1 < k < d 
(cf. S t e i n e r [25]): 
d 
Gn+d-k > Z__j aiGn+d-i • 
i=k+l 
This version of the condition was used in D r m o t a—G a j d o s i k [4], [5]. 
The present paper is devoted to the study of distribution properties of SG(n). 
The starting point of our work is a paper of A. O. G e 1' f o n d [12] who proved 
the following result in the case G- = qi. 
Let r^a G Z, m, 5 G N and assume that gcd(s, q— 1) = 1; then one has 
|{n<1V: n = a(m), SJn) = r (s)}\ = — + 0(N*), 1 H ' ms 
where /i < 1 only depends on q and s. 
(A special case of this result can be already found in [9].) 
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In several papers, extensions and generalizations of this result were obtained, 
(cf. for instance M a u d u i t —S a r k o z y [21], [22], K i m [18] or T h u s -
w a l d n e r [26]). 
We now want to state our main results. They are all devoted to the structure 
of the set of all integers for which the sum-of-digits function SG fulfills certain 
congruence properties. Thus we set 
Ur>s(N):={n<N: SG(n) = r(s)}. 
For convenience we set e(z) := e2niz and ||z|| := mm({z},l—{z}), where {z} 
denotes the fractional part of z. 
The main effort in our paper is needed to establish the following result on 
exponential sums, from which all other theorems can be deduced. 
THEOREM l . l . Let (G-)->0 be given by a finite linear recurrence as in Def-
inition 1.1. let r G Z , s G N and suppose that gcd(a1 + • • • + ad — l , s ) = 1, 
r ^ 0 (s) and y G R. Then 
E e ( s 5 G ( n ) + y n ) l < < i V > 
n<N 
where the implied constant depends only on a1,..., ad. s and 
log a I 
Here, a denotes the dominating root of the characteristic polynomial of ( G ) >0 
and j 0 and j 1 can be calculated explicitly and depend only on (G-)->0 and 
A := max{ad ,2} (see Sections 3 and 4). 
A first application of Theorem 1.1 is the analogue of the above mentioned 
result of G e l ' f o n d . 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (G-)->0 be given by a finite linear recurrence as in Defi-
nition 1.1 and suppose that gcd(a1+• • •+ad—1, 5) = 1. Then the sum-of-digits 
function is well distributed in residue classes, i.e. if r,a G Z . ra, 5 G N. then 
\{n€Ur,s(N): n = a (m)}\ = - ^ + 0(N
X) 
with A as in (2). 
Theorems on the distribution of certain sets in residue classes can often be 
used to establish results on the distribution of primes in these sets. We will 
establish two results in this direction. Namely, we will show an analogue to 
G e l ' f o n d [12; Theoreme II] as well as an Erdos-Kac-type theorem. First we 
give the analogue of G e 1' f o n d 's result. 
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COROLLARY 1.1. Let (Gj)j>0 be given by a finite linear recurrence as in 
Definition 1.1 and suppose that gcdfa^ had—1,$) = 1. Let PAN) be the 
set of those elements of Ur S(N) which are not divisible by an fth power of a 
prime. Then 
|P/(7V)l = ^ 7 ) + 0 ( A r A l ) 
with Aj < 1 only depends on (G-)->0 and s. Here £ denotes the Riemann zeta 
function. 
The Erdos-Kac-type theorem reads as follows. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let (GAj>0 be given by a finite linear recurrence as in 
Definition 1.1, r G Z , s G N and suppose that gcd(a:H \-ad — l,s) = 1. Let 
QN be the frequency defined by 
1 
QN(X) := p ( J V ) | | { " € U^N) : w(n) - loglog/V < XVloglog/V } | , 
where u(n) denotes the number of distinct prime factors of n. Then we have 
x 
log log log N Q^X)-wJ^'l2iu < V l̂og log N 
uniformly in X eR and N G N, N > 8. 
The next application is an analogue of a result on sumsets, whose version for 
q-ary number systems has been proved i n M a u d u i t — S a r k o z y [21]. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let (G •) > 0 be given by a finite linear recurrence as in 
Definition 1.1, r G Z , 5 G N and suppose that gcd(axH \-ad—l,s) = 1. If 
A,Be {1,...,1V}, then 
| { (a ,b ) : a G . 4 , 6 G B , SG(a + b) = r (s)}\ - ^
A^ <7У А з % /ЙЩ 
s 
with A3 < 1 uniformly in N, s, A and B. 
Finally, from a result of H o o 1 e y [17] we get the following Barban-Davenport-
Halberstam-type theorem as a consequence of Theorem 1.2 (cf. also F o u v r y — 
M a u d u i t [10; Proposition 2]). 
COPOLLARY 1.4. Let (G-)->0 be given by a finite linear recurrence as in 
Defin. on 1.1 and suppose that gcd(axH \-ad—l, s) = 1. // r, a G Z , m, s G N 
and M < x, then 
771—1 2 
£ £ ( | { n e W r i , ( N ) : n = a ( m ) } | - - ^ ) = 0(Mx) + ^(a :
2 ( log2x)-^) 
m<M a=0 
/jo/ds /o r a// .A > 0 . 
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2. Preparatory lemmas 
In this section we collect some auxiliary results, which will be used later on 
in the paper. 
LEMMA 2 . 1 . Let G 0 , G 1 , . . . , G d _ 1 be positive integers and G n + d = 
d 
__i ^ G n + d _ i for all n > 0. Under the assumption that gcd{z > 0 : ai ^ 0} = 1, 
i=\ 
the characteristic polynomial XG(Z) °f ^ie recurrence has a unique real root 
a > 1 of maximal modulus which satisfies 
Gn = Ca
n + 0(a{1~6)n) 
for some 5 > 0 and a real constant C > 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that G = {G{)i>Q satisfies the conditions of Defini-
tion 1.1. 
If 0 < h < a{ (for 1 <i < d), 0 < m < G n + d _- and n > 0, then 
k = a i G n + d _ i + • • • + a . _ - G n + d _ i + 1 + /^Gn + d_. + m 
/ms t/ie dzgzte 
^(fc) =£j (m) ( 0 < / < n + d - 2 ) , 
e n + d _ i ( fc ) = / i , 
e. (k) = an + d_z (n + d - z < / < n + d ) . 
Suppose that k has the digital expansion k = eL(k)GL + • • • + £0(fc)G0. 
If n + d < L, h < £n+d(fc), and m < G n + d , then 
k' = eL(k)GL + eL_lGL_l + • • • + en + d + 1(fc)Gn + d + f c + ftGn+d + m 
/ias £/ie digits 
£l(k') =et(m) ( 0 < / < n + d ) , 
£ n + d ( f c , ) = >i» 
el(k') = el(k) (n + d<l<L). 
The proofs of these results can be found i n D r r n o t a — G a j d o s i k [4]. 
We will also make use of the following lemma, which is an application of a 
general method due to C o q u e t et al. [2]. 
LEMMA 2.3 . Let g\ N0 -» C be a function satisfying g(0) = 1, \g(k)\ < 1 and 
L(k) L(k) 
9(k) = n 9{en(k)Gn) , where k = £ en(k)Gn . 
n=0 n=0 
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Assume further that 










iv/iere C is a constant only depending on (Gn)n>0 • 
For a proof of this lemma see also G r a b n e r — T i c h y [13]. 
In the next section we will need the following easy estimate. 
LEMMA 2.4. For (p1)ip2,ip3 G R define <p := maxdl^-JI, ||<p2||, ||<p3||) • Then 
the inequality 
| e ( ^ ) + e(<p2) + e(<p3) + 1| < 4 - | ( T T ^ )
2 
holds. 
P r o o f . Because of the estimate cos(t) < 1 - t2/6 valid for t G [—7r, TT] , we 
get 





Let C?n satisfy the conditions of Definition 1.1. Then we consider the expo­
nential sums 
Sn''= E ^{jSG(k)+yk) (neN). 
k<Gn 
We denote by 1 the set 
I : = {1 < i < d: a- / 0} = {p 1 5 p 2 , . • •,P m } 
of the indices of non-vanishing coefficients of the recurrence (1). Note that px = 1 
and /9.J. = <i. 
We first set up a recurrence relation for the exponential sums Sn. Keeping 





G U — 1 ' J - 1 ' j - 1 
лn,j = E e Ш E ^ ш h ľ û A - ? + ^ -
ттг=0 , g = l , g = i 
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3. Construction of recurrences 
In this section we will dwell upon certain recurrence relations which will be 
needed in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The recurrence relation (3) has the disad-
vantage that its coefficients An+d • depend on n. Thus we want to construct a 
finite recurrence with constant coefficients which generates a sequence Tn. This 
will be done in a way such that Tn is an upper bound for \Sn\. Furthermore, the 
characteristic polynomial XT °f this recurrence will be of a shape that allows 
a nontrivial estimation of the asymptotic behaviour of Tn and, hence, of \Sn\. 
This will finally lead to a proof of Theorem 1.1. 
The clue of the proof consists in comparing the characteristic polynomial 
XT with the characteristic polynomial of a recurrence relation for the sequence 
(G n ) n > 0 . Unfortunately, the characteristic polynomial of the recurrence (1) is 
not suitable for this comparison. For this matter we have to set up a new recur-
rence relation for the Gn by iterating (1) in a certain way. 
Now we want to set up a recurrence relation for the sequence Tn. For this 
matter we will need the abbreviation 
^ ( m ) : = e ( i ( | X + m j +y[i2%Gn-q+
mGn-j)j • 
In what follows we have to distinguish two cases. Since the calculations corre-
sponding to each of these cases are rather tedious, we devote a subsection to each 
of them. In both of these subsections we will need some notations. In particular, 
we write j£ := (jv . . . J£) and m£ := (mv ..., m£) as well as 
(3£;m£) := ( i 1 , . . . , j / ; m 1 , . . . , m j . 
Furthermore, define the set 
M£:={(3£;m£): jkel, 0 < mk < ajk - 1, l<k<t}. 
3.1. The case ax > 1. 
Our first task is to set up a new recurrence relation for the sequence Sn. For 
this matter let 
J\f:= {(j2;m2) : j1=j2 = l, 0 < m1 < ax - 1, m2 = 0} . 
We start from the recurrence relation (3). Iterating this relation two times 
yields 
Sn+d = ] C En+d^Sml)En+d-3UjS
m2)Sn+d-jl-j2 
(J2;m2)e.M2 
Y. En+d,h K )
 En+d-h ,h K ) Sn+d-h -h 
(J2;m 2)EA4 2 \N 
+ Yl En+dj1^1)En+d_jiih(m2)Sn+d_jl_ja. 
(J2;m2)G.lV 
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In observing that En x (0) = 1 for all n > 0, we derive 






Iterating Sn+d_2 in the last line of the previous equation (d — 1) times yields 




+ £ iEn+dAm) n ^+d_2-j1-..._j,.1,J£K)) x (4) 
( j d _ i ; m d _ i ) E . M d \ i ->=1 ' 
raG{0,...,oi — 1} 
X ^ n + d - 2 - j i u-\ ' 
In a next step we want to extract four summands of the sums in (4). For 
this matter we adopt the following notation. Let __\ be the sum over all 
(j2 ; m 2 ) G M2 \ Af such that 
( j 2 ; m 2 ) ^ ( l , d ; 0 , 0 ) . 
Furthermore, let __/ ' be the sum over all ( j d _ 1 ;m d _ 1 ) G Md_1, m G { 0 , . . . 
. . . , ^ - 1 } such that 
Od-i; md-i; m) 7- ( 1 , . . . , 1; 0 , . . . , 0; 1) , 
d—1 times d— 1 times 
(Jd-i; m d - i ; m ) ?- ( i , • • •, i ; o , . . . , o, i; o ) , 
d—1 times d—2 times 
C i d - i ; m d - v m ) ?- ( 1 , • • •, i ; o , . . . , 0 ; 0 ) . 
d—1 times d—1 times 
With this notation we can rewrite (4) extracting the four summands which 
are not contained in the sums __]' and __}". Keeping in mind that En 1 (0) = 1 
for all n > 0, this yields 
Sn+d = (





 d~l \ 
+ _C (En+d,l(m) I I - ? n+_-2 - i 1 - . - i , _ 1 ^K) )-
?n+«.-2-i1-..-,-._1 ' V l=\ ' 
(5) 
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By the definition of Gn and Sn, substituting 1 for each En • in (5) yields the 
recurrence 
Gn+d = 4 G n - l + __J Gn+d-j1-j2 + __J C^n+d^-j, j d ^ (
6 ) 
for the sequence {Gn)n>0. Let XG ^
e ^ e characteristic polynomial of this re­
currence. 
Now we will set up the recurrence for the desired sequence Tn. If we take 
absolute values in (5), we get 
Tn+d •= \En+d_ltd(0) + En+dA(l) + EnA(l) + 1\ r n _. 
+ T(1)f +T{2)f ( 7 ) 
^ Z_/ -Ln+d-j1-j2 ^ Z-J •
Ln+d-2-j1 jd-i ' 
Clearly, fn fulfills \Sn\ <fn < Gn. The only disadvantage of this sequence is 
that the coefficient of Tn_1 in (7) depends on n and y. In order to get rid of 
these dependencies, we want to estimate the quantity 
\En+d-hd(0) + En+d<1(l)+Enl(l) + l\ (8) 
uniformly in n and y. 
Using the recurrence relation (1) we get 
- W M ( ° > = e [i[ E %) + y[ E %Gn+d-i-q) 
= e ( ; ( . _ x ) +y[Gn+d-i-adGn_1 
Obviously, (8) is of the form 
K^) + e{(p2) + e(ip3) + 1\ 
with 
d - l 
^l = s S % + У(Gn+d-l - ÛdO„-l) -S —^ Ч 
ç = l 
f2 = + У°n+d-l > 
^ 3 = s + 2!G„-1 • 
Observing that 
<p1-(p2 + adip3 - £(a,_ + • • • + a . - 1), 
10 
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the conditions gcd(ax + h ad - 1, s) = 1 and r ^O(s) ensure that 
||¥>i-<P2 +
 ad¥>3ll - 7 " 
Thus there exists an index j G {1,2,3} such that | | ^ | | > l/(s(ad + 2)) and, 
hence, ip = max{||c/? -||} > l/(s(ad + 2)). 
3 J 
Now Lemma 2.4 yields 
\En+d_hd(0) + En+dil(l) + En<1(l) + 1| < 4 - I (s{a*+2)) • 
After these considerations we are in the position to define the recursion Tn 
by 
Tn+d=[
A~ 2(7(^2)) j T ^ (9) 
+ V
(1)r +V(2)r 
^ Z_-/ n+d-j1-j2 ^ Z-J
 1n+d-2-j1 j d - _ ' 
Furthermore, let XT denote the characteristic polynomial for this recurrence. 
3.2. The case a_ = 1. 
In this case the choice m1 > 0 used in the set JV above is impossible. Thus 
we have to iterate in a different way than we did in the previous subsection. Set 
first 
Al":= {(j2;m2) : j ^ I , j2 = 1, m1 = ra2 = 0} . 
Like above, we begin by a 2-fold iteration, which leads to 
Sn+d = Z^ En+dJ_ (°) En+d-j_ ,j2 (
0) Sn+d-j_ -j2 
(j2;m2)G.M2\A/' 
+ YlEn+dj(°) Sn+d-l-j 
3 ei 
by the definition of the set A/\ We denote by M the difference M := d — p2, 
where p2 was the index of the second non-vanishing element in {a1 5 . . . , ad}. 
The last summand 5n+d__1 • above will be iterated M times: 





/ M \ 





° n + d - l - j - j i j M 
11 
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Now we extract four summands of the sums in (10). Again we adopt the 
following notation. Let _2 be the sum over all (j2; m2) e M2 \ Af such that 
( j 2 ; m 2 ) ^ ( M ; 0 , 0 ) . 
Furthermore, let __^ ^ e the s u m o v e r a ^ 0 M JmM) e MM, j el such that 
(JM; mM'J) T4 (1, • • •, 15 0 ^ . ^ 0 ; p2), 
M times M times 
(JM;mM;i) ^ ( i , . . . , i , p 2 ; o 1 . ^ ^ ; p 2 ) , 
M —1 times M times 
( j M ; m M ; j ) ^ ( i , . . . , i ; o , . . . , o ; i ) . 
M times M times 
Remark. We note here that the case d = p2 is excluded by the above way 
of iteration. Nevertheless, easy calculations show that by extracting (1, d; 0,0), 
(d, 1; 0, 0), (d, d\ 0, 0) and (1,1; 0, 0) from the set M2\Af one is able to group the 
same four coefficients at Sn_d like in equation (12) below for the case d > p2. 
With this notation we can rewrite (10) as 
Sn+d = En+d-l,d(°) Sn-1 + En+d,p2 (°) ^n-1 
+ En^p2 (0) • En^ (0) Sn_p2 + Sn+p2_2 
+ _H En+dj! (°) En+d-h ,j2 (°) Sn+d-h ~h 
(<y\ / M \ 
+ } - ; \En+dj(°) l[En+d-l-j-j1 ji_lje(°))
Sn+d-l-j-jl jM ' 
V 1=1 ' 
(ii) 
Here we notice that ax = 1 implies - 4 n + d l = En+dl(0) = 1 for the recur-
rence (3). Thus, in general, we deal with 
Sn+d = Sn+d-l + Z_j En+dj(°) Sn+d-j 
jex\{iy 
which allows us to group the coefficients extracted in (11) at the common ele-
ment Sn_p2. Thus, 
12 
(12) 
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Sn+d = (-„+_-i,.(0) + £„+„,p2(0) + -„+_,p_(0)-niPa(0) + i)sn_P2 
.r--(l) 
+ __ En+d,n (0) - 5 „+_- j 1 „ (0 ) -?„+_-.._._ 
+ _C (-5„+_j(0)n^n+d-l-i-j1-.-.-.._1j.(°))-
7„+_-l-,--j1-... 
v *=1 ' 
+ (-5„+__i,d(0) + -„ + _,p_(0))x 
(3) P2~l 
x E n -?„-i-..-...-.._1„.(o)5B_i-.1-...-i<,._1 
€ = 1 
( 4 ) 2 P 2 ~ 2 
+ Z__, 1 1 En+p2-2-J! ji-ijS
0' ^n+p2-2-ji j2p2-2 ' 
1=1 
where we introduced the new notations 
5_"*=- £ ^ __"':. __ 
(jp2-i;mp2-
1)G^V(P2-1 (J2p2-2;m2p2-2)G.AA2p2--
( i i , . . ,M- i )^( iv . , i ) (ji,..,j2p2-2)^(i,...,i) 
Substituting 1 for each Enj in (12) yields the recurrence 
Gn+d = 4Gn_p2 + 2_,
 Gn+d~j1-j2 + _)_, Gn+d-i-j_ j d_2 
- ( 3 ) - ^ ( 4 ) ( 1 J J 
+ 2 Z-v ^n-l-ji j P 2 _ ! + __j
 (jrn+p2-2-j1 J2p2-2 
for the sequence (Gn)n>0 • Let XG ^
e -he characteristic polynomial of this re-
currence. 
Now we will set up the recurrence for the desired sequence Tn. If we take 
absolute values in (12), we get 
Tn+d ••= |£„+_-i ,_(0) +
 En+d,2(0) + £„+_,2(0) • _5_i2(0) + l\fn_p2 
+ 2_, Tn+d-j1-j2 + ___,
 Tn+d-l-j-J! jM (
1 4) 
+ 2 V ( 3 ) f +V ( 4 ) T 
^~ " Z-/ n-l-ji jP2_! T ___ J-n+pt-2-ji j2p2-2 ' 
Clearly, fn fulfills \Sn\ < Tn < Gn. To get rid of the dependence on n and y 
of the coefficient of Tn_p2 in (14), we observe that it has again the form 
K V i ) + c(v2) + e(^3) + l | 
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with 
d - l 
s ^ i ^ E ^ + ^ ч - G n - i ) . 
g = l 
Г 
^ 2 = 5 + yGn+d-l > 
v 3 = 2^ + y(Gn +__ 1 + G n _ 1 ) . 
Thus, in this case we end up with 
Pi + ¥>3 -
 2(/>2 = j f a i + • •' + ad_!) = "•(% + • • • + ad - 1) , 
and by arguing along the same lines as in the case ax > 1, the assumptions 
gcd(a2 + • • • -f ad — 1, 5) = 1 and r ^ 0 (s) guarantee that <p = max{||(O-||} > 
1/(45) and therefore 
| - W x , _ ( 0 ) + - W ( 0 ) + ^„+_,P2(0) • -5BiPa(0) + 1| < 4 - - | ( £ )
2 • 
In an analogous way as before we now define Tn via 
r„+_ = (^4- 2 U 5 ) ) T n-"P2 
+ V ( 1 ) T + V
( 2 ) T 
1 Z__y n - f d - j i - J 2 ^ Z - / - " - n + d - l - j - j i j M 
+ 2V ( 3 ) T + V ( 4 ) T 
1 Z___/ " ' • n - l - j i j P 2 _ i ^ _/___/ n - t -p 2 -2 - j i J2 P 2 -2 
(15) 
and denote by XT ̂ ne characteristic polynomial of this recurrence. 
Summing up what we proved until so far, we get the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (Gn)n>0, r and s be defined as in Theorem 1.1 and 
let (Tn)n > 0 be either given by (9)~z/ a1 > 1, or by (15) in the case ax = 1. Then 
there exist recurrences 
D D 
GnJrD = Y^ bjGn+D_j and Tn + D = ~T b'jTn+D_j 
3=1 J=1 
for the sequences Gn and Tn and an index j0 G {1 , . . . ,_D} su.c/z Jftai 
(i) b'. = bj- /or j ^ jQ , 
(") ^ o - ^ o - H ^ r - y ) 2 , 
(iii) | S J < T n for all ye R, 
where A := max{ad, 2} . 
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P r o o f . For a1 > 1 the result follows by comparing (6) and (9), while 
comparison of (13) and (15) yields the result for ax = 1. • 
Remark. As mentioned in the introduction, Theorem 1.1 was proved for the 
special case of g-ary expansions in G e l ' f o n d [12; p. 260f]. If ax > 2 it is 
possible to obtain a result which is equivalent to Proposition 3.1 by imitating 
G e l ' f o n d ' s proof. In this case one has to deal with (d+ l)-fold products of 
the shape 
IAi+d.l I ' I A i + d - 1 Д V " I n,l I ~~ 
TTSk( f f f l l(Ž+yGn-H.-.)) 
If ax = 1 we are forced to use the alternative method proposed in the present 
section. 
4. Proofs of the results 
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. 
In order to establish an estimate for the asymptotics of Sn we want to apply 
Lemma 2.1. Unfortunately the condition on the gcd of the indices can be violated 
by the iteration process introduced in the previous section. 
Remark. An example for the described situation is the recursion G n + 3 = 
2Gn+2 + Gn . After manipulating the recurrence to allow the nontrivial esti-
mate, we get Gn + 8 = 2Gn + 6 +• 12Gn+4 + 9Gn+2 + 2Gn which produces the same 
sequence (G n ) n > 0 , but has 2 = gcd(z | 6f -7-= 0) -
In what follows, we set g = gcd(z \ b{ ^ 0) = gcd(z | b\ ^ 0). Then, with 
D' := D/g, one can write the recurrences defined in Proposition 3.1 in the form 
Gn+gD'
 = bgGn+g{D'-l) "• •" bgD/(^n 
and 
Tn+gD'
 = ^g^n+g{D'-l) "̂  *" ^gD'^n > 
where the initial conditions on G 0 , . . . , GD_X, respectively T 0 , . . . ,T D _ 1 , are 
induced by the original recurrence (G n ) n > 0 . 
We are subdividing these recurrences into residue classes modulo g. Let there-
fore 0 < h < g — 1 and define 
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D' 




7«W —X^h' T^h) whPrP T ( / l ^ - T T ^ ) — T 
1n+D' ~ 2-/ °9J1n+D'-j WUere I 0 - _ f c J . . . ,-LDt_i — J-h+(D'-l)g ' 
3=1 
Thus for every k > 0 
<-Wfc = Gi
f c ), Tgk+h = T
[
k
h) (0<h<g-l) (16) 
holds. 
Since gcdQ | b5J- ^ 0) = 1, we can apply Lemma 2.1 to the recurrences 
for the Gk (0 < h < g — 1). This guarantees the existence of a unique real 
dominating root a > 1 such that by (16) 
Gkg+h = G{
h) = Cha
k + 0(a^-^k) (0<h<g-l) 
with 5h > 0. Thus, for n = /i (g) 
G n = C ; a
n ^ + 0 ( a ( 1 - J h ) n / ^ ) . 
On the other hand the original recursion for ( G n ) n > 0 obeys the conditions of 
Lemma 2.1 which leads to Gn = Ca
n + 0(a^s)n). Thus we have a = +?/&. 
The same considerations give 
Tn = c'J
n/9 + 0(ftl-Sh)nl9) (0 < h < g - 1) 
and we define (3 := + yf3. 




By Proposition 3.1 we see that 
л,30 
Setting 





ß<ag 1 _ 
2F( 5 (Д + 2))
2 




2gF(s(A + 2)Y 




and j_ : = 9& - Theorem 1.1 now follows by an application of Lemma 2.3. 
4.2. Proofs of the distribution results. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1.2. For convenience, we set 
Vr,a,a,JN) :=\{n€ UrJN) : n = a (m)} | . 
Following the lines of the proof in G e P f o n d [12] we derive 
7n—l s — 1 / a / \ 
sc(n)-r„ , n~a, Vr,„m(N) = — V V Te (
SG{'n)~rt I ^—^k\ 
™*£i,t=ki=k \ s m J n<N k=0 £=0 
7 7 1 - 1 3 - 1 
i) 
^ T n - i a - x f_?_ak\y, í SG{n)t T_V 
™>s f—< — V s m) *- V s m > 
k=0 t=0 x 7 n<N x ' 
IV 1 m^ v ^ fn — a i \ 
+ / / e\ k 
ms ms f—' ^ r V r a / 
k=l n<N x ' 
ms {—< f---/ \ s m) -̂fr V
 s m) 
k=o 1=1 x ' n<N x 7 
(17) 
By a standard argument we know 
772—1 
and, by Theorem 1.1, 
m—i / \ 
k=l n<N \ m / 
- p / 5 0 ( n ) < nfc\ 
< 2m 
«J\Г 
Taking absolute values in (17) together with the above estimates yields the 
result. • 
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P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 1.1. This can be proved in the same way as 
G e l ' f o n d [12; Theoreme II] with our Theorem 1.2 playing the part of Theo-
reme I of G e 1' f o n d 's paper. D 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 1.2. Here we can follow the same lines as in the 
proof of M a u d u i t — S a r k o z y [21; Theorem 2]. D 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 1.3. The proof of this statement is the same 
as the proof of M a u d u i t — S a r k o z y [21; Theorem 1] with Theorem 1.2 
playing the part of the original result of G e l ' f o n d . Note that in the proof 
of this statement the uniformity in y of the bound in Theorem 1.1 plays an 
important role (cf. [21; p. 30]). D 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 1.4. Theorem 1.2 ensures that 
{neUrs{N) : n = a (m)} 
fulfills Criterion U of H o o 1 e y [17]. Thus the result follows from [17; Theorem 1]. 
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